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CCSI Launches a Premium DRaaS Solution
Bohemia, NY, April 3, 2017 – Contemporary Computer Services Inc. (CCSI), a leading technology services and solutions
provider, launches Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS). CCSI's latest Cloud Solution, provides insurance that during a
disaster critical data is not lost and can be recovered quickly, reducing lost revenue and productivity.
After every storm there comes a rainbow, a sign of hope, calm, and a sign of time to recover. After a disaster strikes, you can trust
CCSI will be your rainbow with our array of cloud solutions. Utilizing DRaaS, companies can implement scalable, flexible, secure
disaster recovery without requiring changes to existing IT infrastructure and, because it’s in the cloud, it is ready to bring you back
on line immediately, whenever or wherever disaster strikes.
CCSI created one of the first cloud applications, eSchoolData, a K-12
student management system launched in 2001. When first launched,
this type of service offering was called an Application Service Provider.
This was the genesis from which cloud services was born. "CCSI's
goal is to keep our clients focused on their business and customers,
especially during a disaster where rapid response is critical" said
John Riconda, CEO of CCSI. "With CCSI's latest cloud offering, clients
will be comfortable knowing their business data is protected and can
be recovered quickly, since it is hosted in the cloud."

"With CCSI's latest cloud
offering, clients will be
comfortable knowing their
business data is protected
and can be recovered quickly,"
-John Riconda, CEO of CCSI

Based on a DR Benchmark survey, 40% of companies admitted that their current plan was not adequate to respond to their
worst disaster and 21% did not have the skillset to effectively perform DR testing. CCSI has the technical expertise, as well as,
the professional and managed services know-how to accelerate each client’s success. DRaaS will protect companies and
allow them to get back on track quickly.

About CCSI
For more than 40 years, CCSI has remained on the forefront of technological innovation, navigating clients through a complete IT
revolution with a focus on helping firms understand the practical business implications of emerging technologies. CCSI provides the
highest quality of service in the industry for the full spectrum of technologies—from network infrastructure, managed services, IP
security, IP telephony, to storage solutions. Learn more at www.ccsinet.com.
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